
Item no.: 317218

RZA-15-A66-CAX-A1 - RZA-15-A66–CAX–A1 - Dismountable free-standing cabinet,
15 HU, 600 x 600 mm

402,77 EUR
Item no.: 317218

shipping weight: 42.50 kg
Manufacturer: Triton

Product Description

TRITON RZA-15-A66–CAX–A1 - Dismountable free-standing cabinet, 15 HU, 600 x 600 mm
A big cabinet with a narrow door – thats exactly what the RZAcabinet was designed for. Thanks to the design of its individual partsand a sophisticated method of assembly using
Taptite screws, it has the same high capacity and stability as the welded version.
Removable parts
Individual RZA parts are bolted together to form a compact unitwith the same maximum load capacity as a welded cabinet. Most of theparts are joined by Taptite thread-forming
screws. This ensures a veryhigh rigidity of the bolted connection even after being disassembled any number of times. The product is supplied assembled and can be moved
todifficult to reach places after partial or complete disassembling.
Breakout-type blanking panels
Entry openings for cables (370 x 90 mm) in the rear part of the cabinetare covered with breakout-type blanking panels. To avoid dustpenetration, it is possible to seal the cables at
the entry opening with a brush strip, eventually just secure by a plastic protective frame (both supplied with the cabinet).
A large opening in the top covered with a breakout-type blanking panel enables mounting and removal of a Tritonfan unit from outside of the cabinet without a need of using screws.
Removable side panels and rear cover
RZA has a welded frame and removable side panels. These are fixedas standard to the frame using a lock with the same key as the door andrear cover.
Ridig construction
The RZA has a robust bolted construction. High quality workmanship and up-todate technology ensure a perfect look of the cabinet.

Flexible door opening
The hinge system allows the door to be opened up to almost 180°. The door can beeasily removed and re-mounted to change the direction of opening.
TRITON handles
TRITON manufacture their own handles for the free-standing cabinets. Bychanging the plastic module (not included), a traditional orsemicylindrical lock insert can be used. Patent:
PUV 2013-27443
Door for fan units
With this cabinet type, it is possible to order a special metal doorready for mounting RAx-CH-X0x-X3 fan units. Further information isavailable in the section Active cooling.
Castors, leveling feet
Prepared for mounting castors and levelling feet.
Size in mm:

● 770 x 600 x 600

Beipack:

● 2x keys - rear and side panels
● 2x kyes - door
● 16x captive nuts M6
● 1x blanking panel with brush
● 1x frame for cable entry
● 4x leveling feet
● 4x nuts M10

Material:



● Safety hardened glass, 4 mm thick
● Steel sheet
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